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this cost saving had the added advantage that pharmacokinetic studies with few missing data points, in contrast to large, long-term clinical studies, could readily detect differences between doses
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biggest problem is that it just doesn’t do a good job of marketing itself; that if we tell
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quaaludes are similar to other sleeping pills classified as barbiturates because they depress the central nervous system and have a similar effect on the body
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new people and having a great time; I’m up all night if I stopped my main med (contained opiates - vicodin),
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colonoscopy changed the treatment plan in 58 patients (29)
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innovation requires demonstrating the value of new ideas and new methods, particularly in field of dementia care where ageism and our cultural fetish with cognition devalues elderly patients
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2422(b), would be courting a prison sentence of at least 10 years.
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